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How many are your works, O LOrd! In wisdom you made 
them all; the earth is full of your creatures. Psalm 104:24-25

In June, popular

researcher Dr Dennis

Swift* will speak on

the subject of the co-

existence of man and

dinosaurs, as indicat-

ed by evidence he has

found in South

American locations.

In a color slide-illus-

trated presentation, Dr Swift will recount his 2013

findings and past expeditions to the area, and will

bring more than 30 pieces of pottery, textiles and

other artifacts for DSA people to view. 

Referenced in the talk will be the Nazcans, who

lived in the desert of Peru (300 bc to 800 bc) and are

most known for the construction of the giant Nazca
lines (visible from air flight). also discussed will be
the Paracas, (famous for advanced surgeries), and the
Ica Indians, known for engraving stones that contain
images suggesting dinosaurs.

In addition, the Tiahuanaco archaeological site in
western Bolivia will be discussed, where an unknown

but highly advanced civi-
lization moved stones
over 400 tons and
created megalithic
buildings. The well-
known Incas, who had
an elaborate communi-
cation and road system,
produced “Chaskis”—
highly trained message and
delivery couriers. Dr Swift will display a rare Chaski
uniform that dates from circa 1400aD with a water
canteen that displays two dinosaur-like images!

This monTh’s DsA meeTing will be held on
Saturday, June 15, 2013, from 9 to 11:30am, at
Greater Portland Bible Church. Be sure to attend this

two-part presentation as we consider some “eye wit-

ness” evidence from ancient but advanced peoples.

*Dr. Dennis Swift is founder and Director of Creation Science

Ministries of Oregon. He is author of Secrets of the Ica Stones

and Nazca Lines. Dr. Swift researches dinosaurs and man living

together and is considered a leading authority in this area.

Dr Dennis Swift

Dinosaurs in South America: Evidence that
Man and Dinosaurs Lived Together?
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by Brian Thomas, M.S. *

C
asual observers are not the only ones who puzzle over

dinosaur footprint origins. After all, other animal tracks

in mud are not fossilized today because erosive

processes rapidly erase them. If a rock layer requires thou-

sands of years to solidify, then how were dinosaur tracks

recorded in them?

A team of paleontologists specializing in “ichnology,” the

study of fossil tracks, just released a radically different

explanation for the famous “dinosaur stampede” track ways

in Queensland, Australia. Their analysis unwitting-

ly confirmed a creation-flood explanation of

dinosaur footprint formation that was first pub-

lished in 1995.

Researchers had published a series of technical

descriptions in the late 1970s and early 1980s 

of the tracks. The tracks are found in alternating

layers of sandstone and thin clay, which appear to

have been made by small theropod or ornithopod

dinosaurs that took very large steps. In other

words, the tracks showed long stride lengths for

such small feet. The team interpreted this as hav-

ing been caused by fast-running, stampeding

dinosaurs.

The tracks have weathered and faded significantly since

then, but much information remains. By 2004, Australian

authorities covered the site, called “Dinosaur Stampede

National Monument,” to aid research and to host visitors.1

But a new analysis, published in The Journal of Vertebrate
Paleontology, confronts the stampeding idea. In it,

researchers describe more evidence—including variations

in the tracks, sandstone grain wear, cross-bedding patterns,

and such clues as fossilized tree branch scrape marks—

that best fits a scenario whereby dinosaurs were alterna-

tively floating, partly floating, or wading in a fast-moving,

very broad, high energy flow event that featured rapidly

fluctuating water depths.

Their results described how turkey-sized three-toed

dinosaurs swam, sometimes with their claws barely scraping

the sand. When wading in shallow water, their feet sunk

deeply into the sand that quickly hardened. And the new

reason for the long stride length is that fast-moving water

current carried along the dinosaurs.

The study included estimates of water depth, ranging from

14 to 160 centimeters, or about 6 inches to five feet, based

on footprint-derived scale-ups of the dinosaur’s hip heights.

The study authors wrote, “The sedimentologic and ichno-

logical observations are consistent with interpretations of

the area being a fluvial-dominated floodplain under variable

subaqueous conditions.” 2 The word “fluvial” refers to river

action. But the sandstone formation may be as large as the

entire state of Queensland. Are they suggesting

that there was a river as wide as Queensland? 

A great flood would make more sense.

This analysis strikingly confirms the Flood-

friendly Briefly Exposed Diluvial Sediments

(BEDS) hypothesis.” Creation researcher Mike

Oard suggested that the global water level tem-

porarily lulled during the year-long global Flood

of Noah’s day. After the waters ceased rising

globally, they sloshed across broad, flat land-

scapes. Then, slowly at first, they began to flow

off of the new continents into deeper ocean

basins. 3 John Morris extended this concept in

his recent book The Global Flood. 4

During that lull, the last hardy, barely surviving creatures

were dinosaurs, struggling against currents, predation,

starvation, and exhaustion as they tromped in soggy sedi-

ments. All the clues at Lark Quarry in Queensland point to a

powerful watery cataclysm, consistent with the Flood in gen-

eral and particularly consistent with the BEDS hypothesis. 5
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*Mr. Thomas is Science Writer at the Institute for Creation Research.

New Dinosaur Tracks Study Suggests Cataclysm
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Major Creation Evidence 
in the Columbia Gorge #3 
October 5

Because it has been so popular, we are

offering this trip more time this year on

October 5. 

Meet at Starbucks near the Hood River

Bridge at 9:00 am and return by 3:30 pm. 

The suggested donation for the trip is $25 for

families and $15 for individuals. Price includes

a small fieldbook of Gorge information from a

biblical creationist perspective. As with all our

day trips, please bring the fees with you the

day of the trip. For more details and 
registration form, see website below.

Wonders of the West Gorge
July 27, 2013
With a few short hikes, this hands-on family outing will explore the cre-

ation evidence between Troutdale and Cascade Locks. Led by Steve

Hayley, John Hergenrather and the Pikes, we will take the Historic

Highway to Eagle Creek studying the wonders of Gorge biology and

geology along the way. Collect quartzites in the Troutdale Formation

which have come from over 450 miles away. Examine petrified wood and

charcoaled remains of some forty types of tropical/semi tropical plants

and ponder their recent and catastrophic formation. Understand the

worldview issues implicit in the interpretive signs for the huge petrified

logs at Bonneville. Trip ends at Cascade Locks viewing the geologic and

historical evidence that explains the legendary “Bridge of the Gods.”

Meet at 8:30 am at Lewis & Clark State Park in Troutdale where we will

caravan together to Cascade Locks where the trip ends at 2:00 pm. The

cost is $25 per family/vehicle. Please register online at www.creationen-

counter.com/tours and more details will be emailed before the trip.

2013 Creation Encounter Field Trips

www.creationencounter.com/tours
For more info, email John at: John@creationencounter.com

D
Sa will be hosting an all-day tour bus
geology field trip for pastors and
teachers in the Columbia River Gorge

on Saturday, July 27th. The trip will be led 
by Keith Swenson, Professor of Natural
Sciences, and Rick Thompson, Lake
missoula Floods specialist.

This is patterned after the river outings given
in Grand Canyon where college professors
are invited to go and see the evidence and
hear an explanation from a biblical view-
point. The trip will include multiple stops to
see the spectacular scenery and to gain an
understanding of the forces that gave us this
beautiful and most unusual natural resource.

We encourage DSa people to invite your pas-
tor or teacher to come and have you accom-
pany them. We do not have all the details yet
but we are hoping that we receive enough
donations for this trip that the pastor or
teacher expense would be fully subsidized
with just a modest expense to the DSa mem-
ber accompanying them.

If you would like to donate for this, please
write on your check or a donation envelope

“Pastor’s trip” and send it to the DSa
address:  PmB 218, 465 NE 181st. ave.,
Portland, OR 97230.

To sign-up for you and your pastor/teacher
send an email to: asylvia2012@gmail.com,
or call: 503-257-0144.

Pastors and Teachers Geology Field Trip


